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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let p be a positive, finite, Bore1 measure on [O, l] and consider the operator 
S, on L2([0, 11, p) defined by 
(Sd) (4 = 2i J;, 51f(t) 44). 
This operator has recently been studied in [3] and we make use of a number 
of results proven there. 
We will denote its commutant and double cornmutant by (S,)’ and (SJ” 
respectively, and Lat S,, will be used to denote the lattice of closed invariant 
subspaces of S,, . 
Our main result is that if B E (S,)’ and Lat S, C Lat B then B is in the 
weak closure of the algebra of polynomials in S, . A sufficient condition is 
given for this algebra to be maximal abelian. Also, all such operators which 
are reflexive are characterized and it is shown that the algebra generated by 
S, is (SJ”. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
It is well known that S, is compact and dissipative. We make use of a 
number of facts about such operators. 
THEOREM A [2, p. 961. 1’ T is dissipative on 2, then the sum 
CL, G”ygi 3 gi) has th e same value for any orthonormal basis {gi} of. Here 
TX = (T - T*)/2i. 
This sum will be denoted by spTy and if spT$ is finite we say Tf has 
finite trace class. 
We will denote by {&( T)}F=, (n possibly infinite) the sequence of all nonzero 
eigenvalues of the compact operator T, enumerated in the standard fashion. 
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THEOREM B [2, p. 2261. Let T be a compact dissipative operator on 2 
with TY of finite trace class. Then the root vectors of T span Z? ;f and only if 
i Im X,(T) = spT/ . 
i=l 
DEFINITION. Spectral synthesis holds for T is every invariant subspace JH 
of T is spanned by the root vectors of T that it contains. 
THEOREM C [3]. Let T be a compact dissipative operators on S with Ty 
of finite trace class. Then spectral synthesis holds for T if and only if the root 
vectors of T span Z. 
THEOREM D [3]. Let T be a compact dissipative operator on # with 
CL1 Im hi(T) < 00. Let A = {f E X’: lim,,, 11 Tkf /I1/k = 0) and let E be the 
closed linear span of the root vectors of T corresponding to nonzero e&nvalues. 
Then every invariant subspace of T is the closed span of its intersection with JZ 
and its intersection with E. 
For n a positive integer, %‘cn) denotes the usual direct sum of n copies of 
X and if A is a bounded linear operator on X’, Acn) denotes the direct sum 
of n copies of A acting on Z(n) in the standard fashion; i.e. if (x1 ,..., x,> E 
X(*), then 
A’“‘(x, ,..., x,) = (Ax, ,..., Ax,). 
If @ is an algebra of operators on H, then %fn) = {A(n): A E @‘I>. 4(A) will 
denote the weak closure of the algebra of polynomials in the operator A. 
We will make use of the following well-known characterization of the weak 
closure of an algebra % of operators. 
LEMMA 1 ([4], Chapter 7). If Lat +P) C Lat Btn) for all positive integers 
n > 1, then B is in the weak closure of 92. 
3. THE ALGEBRA GENERATED BY S, 
If p is a continuous measure, then S,, is unitarily equivalent to S, , where a 
is Lebesque measure [3]. 
THEOREM 1. If TV is continuous, then 9(S,,) = (S,)” = (8,)‘. 
Proof. By the above remark, it is enough to consider the case where 
D = II. This case will follow from two results of D. Sarason. The first [5] 
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shows that S, is unitarily equivalent to the compression of the unilateral 
shift on Hz to a co-invariant subspace Hz 0 q5H2 where 
4 = exp{(Z + 1) (2 - 1)-l}. 
The second [6] shows that the weak closure of the algebra of polynomials in 
any such compression of the shift is maximal abelian. This completes the 
proof. 
We will now consider the case where p is totally atomic. In this case spectral 
synthesis holds for S, [3, Theor. 1.21. We will consider the operator S, as a 
special case of a more general situation. 
THEOREM 2. Let T be a compact dissipative operator with Tf of Jinite 
trace class such that the root vectors of T span X. If TB = BT and Lat T C 
Lat B, then B E e(T). 
Proof. By Lemma 1, it is enough to show that Lat Ten) _C Lat B(“) for 
integers 1z > 1. 
Suppose A! E Lat T(“). It is clear that Ttn) is compact dissipative, with 
T$’ of finite trace class and that root vectors of T(“) span .Xtn). Thus 
by Theorem C, spectral synthesis holds for T(%). Thus .A! is spanned by 
the root vectors of Tfn) it contains. 
Thus to show B(“)A! 4, it suffices to show that for every root vector x of 
Ttn) in .A?, BcnJx E ~4’. 
Suppose [T(“) - hP)]i x = 0, and let &, denote the root subspace of T 
corresponding to A. Then, if x = (x1 ,..., x,J, xi E NA for 1 < i < n. Now 
HA is finite dimensional and invariant under B. If we denote the restrictions 
of B and T to Jlrh by &? and T respectively, then fi E ( rf)’ and Lat B Z Lat p. 
Thus by [l, Theor. 131 there exists a polynomial p such that 
Bf = 8f =p(p)f =p(T)f 
for all f E NA . Thus in particular Bxi = p(T) xi , 1 < i ,( n. Then 
Btn)x = B(“)(x, ,..., x,) = (Bx, ,..., Bx,) 
= <P(T) xl ,..-, P(T) x,> 
= p( Tc”)) (x 1 t--.> %> 
= p( T@)) x E A. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose TV is a totally atomic measure on [0, I]. If B E (A’,,)’ 
and Lat S, _C Lat B then B E @(S,). 
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Ptoof. It was shown in [3] that S, satisfies all the conditions of the 
theorem. 
DEFINITION. An operator T on X is reflexive if Lat 2’ C Lat B implies 
BE@(T). 
THEOREM 3. Let T be a compact dissipative operator such that Ty is of 
jinite trace class and such that the root vectors of T span Z. Then T is reflexive 
if and only if the restriction of T to each root subspace is rejlexive. 
Proof. Suppose the restriction of T to each of its root subspaces is reflexive, 
and let B be an operator such that Lat T C Lat B. Then for each eigenvalue 
h, denote the restrictions of T and B to X, by TA and B, respectively. Then 
Lat TA C Lat B, and by reflexivity of TA , B, E %(T,). Thus, in particular, 
B, E (TJ’. Since the root vectors of T span X it follows that B E (T)‘. 
Thus by Theorem 2, B E %2(T). 
Now suppose T is reflexive, and let .J be any root space of T. Then 
XAELatTandon.X=JI/‘,@JA1, 
T=(z ;). 
Now u( Th) = {A} and u( T,) = a(T)\(h). Thus a(T,) n u( TJ = ,B and by 
[4, Chap. 0] T is similar to 
T’= (,” ;). 
T reflexive implies T’ reflexive. Suppose B is an operator such that 
Lat TA L Lat B. Consider 
B’= (0” 8, 
and suppose & E Lat T’. Since a(T,J n u(T,) = o and both these sets are 
discrete, it follows from ([4, Theorem 4.161) that JZ = A1 @ Ma with 
&r E Lat T,, , .Ms E Lat T2 . Thus Lat T’ C Lat B’. Since T’ is reflexive, 
B E a’( Th). This completes the proof. 
Remark. T,, is an operator on a finite-dimensional space. Since all reflexive 
operators on a finite-dimensional space have been characterized by Fillmore 
and Deddens (see [4], Proposition 9.7, 9.8), Theorem 3 gives a complete 
characterization of reflexive operators satisfying the hypothesis of the 
theorem. 
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COROLLARY 2. Suppose ,u is totally atomic. Then S, is rejlexive if at1 
only if its restriction to each root space is reflexive. 
4. THE MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we consider the general case where ~1 is an arbitrary, finite 
Bore1 measure. Our strategy will be to break up p into two parts, one continu- 
ous and one totally atomic. Then S, will be unitarily equivalent to an operator 
SU, @ S,,, acting on L2([0, 11, pr) @L2([0, 11, p2) with pcL1 continuous, pa 
totally atomic and concentrated on the points of discontinuity of CL. 
We will make use of the next lemma which is a direct consequence of 
Theorem D. 
LEMMA 2. Let T = TI @ T, be a compact dissipative operator on 
& = ZI @ sz such that: 
(i) TI is quasinilpotent, 
(ii) tiz is the closed linear span of the root vectors of T2 corresponding to 
nonzero eigenvalues, 
(iii) Cy=, Im hi(T) < CO. 
Then Lat T splits; i.e., 4 E Lat T implies J? = JZ~ @ usi; with .Mr E Lat TI , 
A$ELat T,. 
COROLLARY 3. For all integers n 2 1, Lat Sr’ splits; i.e. A%’ E SF’ 
implies A? = AI @ A$ with A1 E Lat SC), Aa E Lat SE’. 
Proof. We show that Sl;“’ satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2. SE’ is 
quasinilpotent. It was shown in [3] that SU, satisfies (ii) and this property 
clearly lifts to SC’ (see proof of Theorem 2). (iii) follows from Theorem B. 
THEOREM 4. If B E (SJ and Lat S, C Lat B, then B E %(S,). 
Proof. Represent S,, as SU, @ S,,, and denote by B its representation on 
L2(p1) @L2(p2). Then since L,(pJ @ {O} and {0} 0 L2(pI) are in Lat S, , 
they are in Lat B, and B = BI @ B, with Lat S,,, C Lat Bi and Bi E (Sfii)’ 
for i = 1, 2. Thus by Theorems 1, 2 and Corollary 1, Bi E %!(S,J. 
We will complete the proof by using Lemma 1. Thus we show that for 
integers n > 1, Lat Sr’ C Lat B(*). 
‘N Suppose A! E Lat S, . By Corollary 3, JZ = A$ @ .A2 with A* E Lat SC. 
Since Bi E Q?!(SUi), it is clear that J& E Lat Bjn). Thus A E Lat Ben) and the 
proof is complete. 
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THEOREM 5. S,, is rejexive if and only if TV is atomic and the restriction of 
S, to each root space is re$exive. 
Proof. Suppose p is not atomic. Then S, = SW, @ SU, with SY1 # 0. 
Now SU, is unicellular [5]. Suppose S,, is reflexive, and let P be the prolection 
on some nontrivial invariant subspace of SU, . Lat SU, C Lat P and by Corol- 
lary 3, Lat S, C Lat P @I. It follows that P @I E %(S,) and that 
PS,, = S,,P. This contradicts the unicellularity of SU, . 
We now consider the case where the spectrum of S, is finite. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose a(S,) is a finite set. Then %(S,,) = (S,)’ if and only 
if S, has a cyclic vector. 
Proof. Write S, as S,+ @ Se, and suppose a(&) = {A, ,..., A,, O}. Since 
the root vectors correrponding to nonzero eigenvalues of SU, span L2(p2), 
it follows that L2(,ua) is finite dimensional and u(S,*) = {A, ,..., A,}. By the 
Jordan form theorem SU, is similar to S, @ 1.. @ S, with Si = hi1 + Ni 
with Ni nilpotent. Thus S,, is similar to SU, @ S, @ **. @ Sk . Note that 
a(S,) n u(S) = u(S) n u(S) = o for i fj. By ([4, Theorems. 4.16 and 
4.231) T E (S,)’ must be similar to an operator of the form T’ @ Tl @ ..* @ Tk 
with T’ E (SU1)’ and Ti G (S,)‘, i = I,..., 12. 
Suppose B E Q!(S,l) @ %(S,) @ ... @ %(S,). Then B E (S,)‘. Suppose 
A E Lat S, . Then A!=&‘@A1@.~.@Ak with &ELatSUl, 
.Mi E Lat Si , i = l,..., k (by [4, Theor. 4.161). Thus A’ E Lat B. By Theo- 
rem 4, B E Q(S,). Thus 9Y(SUl 0 S, 0 ... @ Sk) = %(S,l) @ @(S,) @ 
... @ 4qS,). 
Suppose %(S,) = (S,)‘. Then (S,)’ = @(Si) for 1 < i < k. Since Si is a 
finite dimensional operator, Si has a cyclic vector. Since SU, is unicellular, it 
has a cyclic vector. Thus S,,, @ S, @ .*. @ S, has a cyclic vector and there- 
fore so does S, . 
Now suppose S, has a cyclic vector. Then so does SU, @ S, @ ... @ Sk. 
Let TE(S,,@S~@**.@&)‘. Then T=T’@T,@...@T, with 
T’ E (SG1)’ and Ti E (S,)‘. It is clear that Si has a cyclic vector, 1 < i < k. 
Thus Ti E @(&). By Theorem 1, T’ E%(S,~). Thus T E@(S+ @ S, @ 
... @ S,). By similarity, @(S,) = (S,)‘. 
5. DOUBLE COMMUTANTS 
Here we show that the algebra generated by S, is the double cornmutant 
of S, . We point out that this theorem could be stated more generally for 
compact dissipative operators with imaginary part of finite trace class. 
THEOREM 7. %(S,J =(S,)“. 
409/5'3/2-15 
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Proof. Suppose B E(SJ. By Th eorem 4, it is enough to show that 
Lat S, C Lat B. 
Since S, =.- SW, @ SW, , I @ 0, 0 @I E (S,,)‘. Thus B = B, @ B, with 
Bi E (Sub)“, i = I, 2. Suppose A%+’ E Lat S, . By Corollary 3, A’ = &r @ ~%‘a 
with A%?~ E Lat SU1 and A’.. E Lat S, . By Theorem 1, Bl E %(Sul). Thus 
A’r E Lat B, . We show Aa E Lat SU,‘. 
Since spectral synthesis holds for SU, , J&$ is spanned by root vectors of S,,, . 
Let x E A%“~ be such a vector, and suppose (SUz - AI)” x = 0. 
Let N, be the root space of S,+ corresponding to A. We will show that 
there exists a polynomial p such “that B, 1 NA = p(S,, / Jr/-,). Since MA is 
finite dimensional, it is enough to show that B j Jr/- E (Sy2 / NA)". Since 
B, E (A’&*)“, NA E Lat B, . Suppose A E (A’+ I NJ’. By the Riesz Functional 
Calculus there exists a (nonorthogonal) projection Q E (SJ’ with range &, . 
Thus on Z==MA+Z, Y=KerQ, 
and 
Define A' on .% by 
Thus A' E (&)’ and T,A = AT, . 
Thus there exists a polynomial p such that B, / Jr/-, = p(S,, 1 MA). It 
follows that Bx EAT. This completes the proof. 
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